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Abstract: With growing number of smart devices per person
and at each individual’s homes, it is estimated that the
number of objects connected to the Internet is higher than the
number of people connected to it. This trend is only gaining
popularity with more and more objects now interfacing with
the Internet. This in-turn creates a network of smart devices
that are closely integrated with the physical world, thereby
providing increased efficiency and economic benefit. This is
collectively termed as Internet of Things - IoT. Just like all
other technology enhancements, IoT also brings up threats
and security issues that need to be considered before
application of the technology in various fields. This in-turn
also arises the need for secure payment experiences for the
IoT. This document provides a framework that describes the
threats that will be seen at each level of IoT and the major
issues needed to be addressed before implementing a secure
system. It also provides an overview on how UPI, the new
payment solution from NPCI, may be a good approach for
consumer payments in IoT.

and sensors in place, there are different kinds of
vulnerabilities that exist and each of these needs to be
looked into, to enable a solid foundation for IoT.
Secure payments with IoT is the next big thing.
Consumers are looking forward to seamless payment
experiences in their everyday routines. Unified Payment
Interface(UPI), the new payment system launched by
National Payments Corporation of India(NPCI) facilitates
instant fund transfer with minimum processing setup.
This paper provides a comprehensive study of
various facets of security related to IoT. This paper is
structured as follows: Section II describes the
vulnerabilities, threats and attacks to which IoT is
susceptible. Section III provides an overview of the
domains of IoT system in which security needs to be
implemented. Section IV describes the security architecture
of the IoT system. Section V highlights the challenges in
developing a secure architecture for IoT systems. Section
VI describes UPI as a payment solution for IoT devices.
Section VII concludes the paper summarising the different
aspects of a secure IoT system.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the past decade, there has been tremendous
growth in the use of electronics and smart devices that are
in use, leading to huge voluminous production and
consumption of network data [1]. It is estimated that a
staggering 75 billion devices will be connected to the
internet by 2020.
Internet of Things (IoT) is the technology wherein
more and more small and embedded devices get linked to
the Internet. IoT describes the present and a future where
several physical objects in our day to day lives get
connected with the internet and thereby get identified by
surrounding objects and work in unison with them. This
change in paradigm which brings in a network of several
smart decentralized devices also brings up a new angle to
security. Increased number of connected devices opens up
more doorways for cyber-crime. With variety of devices

II. ATTACKS ON IOT SYSTEM
The IoT devices may become vulnerable to cyber-attacks
for the below reasons:
i.
Many of the IoT devices are small or embedded
devices operating without any human supervision
and hence an attacker can easily gain access to
them.
ii.
Communication of most of the IoT devices
happens over wireless networks where
eavesdropping or man-in-the-middle attacks could
be possible.
iii.
Due to low power and low resource constraints,
implementing complex security algorithms on IoT
systems is not always feasible.
The different kinds of attacks [2] [3] possible are
summarised in figure 1.
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Figure 1: Attacks on IoT System

III. SECURITY DOMAINS OF IOT
The security implementation in any IoT system
needs to encompass the domains as shown in figure 2:

A.
Physical Attacks
These attacks include reverse engineering and
microprobing attacks. In case of reverse engineering, the
attacker may have gained access to the technology used
in the device, apply this knowledge it to understand the
internal architecture and functionality of the device and
thereby become capable of breaching the device security.
In case of microprobing attacks, the attacker may tamper
the device by accessing the chip surface directly.
B.
Side Channel Attacks
These attacks include timing attacks and power analysis
attacks. Based on the size of the input data and the
cryptographic algorithms used, attackers are now able to
compromise the IoT systems by timing analysis.
Studying the power consumed by the various
cryptographic devices [4], attackers are now able to
extract keys and other secret information from the IoT
devices.
C.
Environment Attacks
Heterogeneity and the distributed nature of the IoT
devices and most of them operating in an outdoor
insecure environment make them vulnerable to these
attacks [5].
D.
Network Attacks
With most of the recent devices working in a wireless
environment, the broadcast messages sent through the
devices are susceptible to attacks. Routing attacks are the
most common kid of these attacks. Others include node
capture, eavesdropping, message corruption, traffic
analysis etc.
E.
Cryptanalysis attacks
Brute force attacks, dictionary attacks and replay attacks
to gain access to passwords or misuse the acquired
passwords fall into this category. Decryption of the
encryption algorithms used by securing passwords or
secure keys through various cyber-attacks is also carried
out.
F.
Software Attacks
These include manipulation of the controller software to
change configurations with intentions of harming the
system and its users. These also include Denial of
Service (DoS) attacks whereby the system or resource is
made unavailable to its intended users.

Figure 2: IoT Security Domains

A. User
There must be appropriate user authentication and
authorisation mechanisms in place to secure the IoT
system. The whole system becomes susceptible to
attacks when the user identification is illegitimate.
Every user must be associated with a set of access
rights and permission to use the resources in the
system.
B. Software
Software is the crucial fount of most of the security
threats. The deployed software must be free from all
the implementation vulnerabilities which can be
exploited by an attacker. It should not be prone to
deliberate software attacks such as viruses, worms,
Trojan horses.
C. Physical Devices
The physical components of the IoT system have to be
protected from any type of physical tampering or
logical probing. The security requirements of the
system must not be compromised even when these
devices are nabbed.
D. Information
The confidentiality and integrity of the information
stored in the IoT system must be preserved. The
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accesses to the information must be monitored to
ensure that no privacy policies are violated.
E. Network
Since most of the communications between IoT
devices are through broadcasting over wireless
transmission medium, maintenance of security and
reliability of the network is a major concern.
F. Environment
The environment to run the IoT applications must be
secure. Attacks on the environment of the IoT system
are easier than the device itself. In order to prevent
misuse at the application level there must be security
measures implemented in the runtime environment.

algorithms are to be employed to provide integrity and
authenticity to the data.
B. Network Layer
The network layer ensures reliable transmission of
information from the perceptual layer. This layer lays
the infrastructural framework for all the networking
protocols needed for effective communication between
the components of the IoT system. The existing
communication mechanisms cannot be directly
employed in case of the IoT system. This layer
requires confidentiality, reliability and integrity
mechanisms to provide a resilient environment
countering the network attacks and also provide
security during communication between devices.
C. Support Layer
The support layer furnishes the architecture with a
suitable platform to support the applications of the
system. This layer acts as the bridge between the
hardware based network layer and the software based
application layer. The platform must support all types
of intelligent computing [7] to boost the capabilities of
the underlying technologies such as cloud computing,
grid computing. The support layer must embed strong
security mechanisms for the pertinent technology in
order to ensure smooth functioning of the system.
D. Application Layer
The application layer is the topmost and terminal layer
of the security architecture of IoT system. This layer
provides personalized services to the end users. The
application built upon this layer may be a surveillance
system,
environmental
monitor,
intelligent
transportation etc. The diverse security needs of the
individual applications include authentication, privacy
protection [8], access control, password and key
management.

IV. ARCHITECTURE OF IOT
The IoT systems are used in critical applications
such as military surveillance, healthcare, medical services,
intelligent transportation, intelligent home etc. The security
architecture [6] of such crucial system has to be robust
enough to counter attacks at various levels and provide
reliable and sustainable environment. The security
architecture of IoT system consists of four generic layers as
shown in figure 3.
A. Perceptual Layer
The most basic layer is the perceptual layer which
consists of all the physical devices used to collect data
from the real world entities. The devices are
heterogeneous in nature – different types of sensors,
RFID readers, and global positioning system devices.
All the data collected from different types of sensors
are consolidated and stored. These data need to be
protected using various encryption algorithms. Since
the sensors are resource constrained with respect to
computation and power, complex cryptographic
algorithms cannot be used. Specialized lightweight

Figure 3: Security Architecture for IoT System
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switch to UPI for providing secure payment
experiences. Imagine with just a touch of a button,
consumers could pay for gas, food or parking without
leaving their connected car. By integrating UPI payment
method, secure payment solutions can be delivered to
market with ease and speed. UPI will also enable instant
fund transfer thereby eliminating additional transaction
costs.
As the devices that can be connected to the
Internet expand, virtually any of them could include a UPI
payment experience. The UPI provides technology
companies and device manufacturers the opportunity to
enable secure and seamless payments on any device to
consumers around the world.

V. CHALLENGES
The challenges [9][10] that arise while developing a
secure architecture for IoT systems mainly consist of:
1. The sensors embedded in the IoT system are battery
powered –low energy devices. These sensors have to
be exploited judiciously during enforcement of secure
transmissions to minimize the energy consumption and
hence make the system energy efficient.
2. IoT devices employ broadcast mechanism for
communication. This is a power draining process and
also vulnerable to many attacks. Developing
specialized routing algorithms for communication is
laborious and may not be feasible all the time.
3. The nodes of IoT system have limited computing
power and hence complex cryptographic algorithms
requiring considerable computations are not feasible
for IoT system. Developing lightweight cryptographic
algorithms optimised for these devices are both
expensive and time consuming.
4. IoT system aims at interconnecting heterogeneous
devices to achieve communication among them. The
challenging task here is to achieve interoperability
among these devices in its network by providing a
common platform for communication. With such
diverse platforms adopted, implementation of security
needs to be standardised.
5. Ensuring the integrity of the data sent and the
confidentiality of the data collected to/from IoT
devices or sensors has become mandatory. Sensitive
data collected by IoT devices is one of the potential
vulnerabilities of the system.
6. Considering the ubiquity of IoT systems in the current
generations, the toughest task is to fulfil the
information privacy requirements. Poor encryption
mechanisms, backdoors or weak links could make the
system more susceptible to serious issues like
information leakage or misuse.
7. Considering the huge volume of data and heterogeneity
of devices, the current network security approaches
may not be directly applicable to IoT domain. Proper
measures suitable to the applications need to be
devised to ensure security.
8. Every IoT device is slightly different. Every
configuration of IoT system thus needs to implement
pertinent security mechanisms. Abstraction of security
parameters is not possible.
9. Appropriate care need to be taken to upgrade or patch
the security vulnerabilities during the maintenance
phase to make the system sustainable with evolving
technologies.
10. Current
technological
advancements
compel
companies to have tight deadlines to get their IoT
devices into the market. With all efforts centred on
quick deployment security becomes an afterthought.

VII. CONCLUSION
The study of threats and attacks on IoT systems is
an exhaustive area if we dwell into the application
specifics. In this paper, we have surveyed the security
challenges and attacks that are almost basic for most of the
deployments of IoT systems. Keeping in mind the various
vulnerability and threat factors discussed in this paper and
implementing the counter measures in every phase of
development lifecycle of IoT systems, will be crucial for
the future maintenance and manageability of the systems.
This will also ensure reduction in cost, and sustainability of
the product.
In summary, rapid development of IoT for various
environments and applications, need to be supplemented
with appropriate security measures so as to ensure its
steady growth in the future as well as to satisfy consumer
and business requirements.
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VI. UPI WITH IOT
Several transactions will be generated from
consumer owned IoT enabled devices which will be treated
as Card Not Present transactions. For such transactions,
technology companies and device manufacturers could
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